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Trail News

It’s hard to believe that spring is over. The
weather has been hit or miss. Either it’s been
really sunny and warm or it’s been cold. There
didn’t seem to be any in between. Most people
have day jobs so it means trying to line up the
good weather with the weekends for hiking.
We learned long ago that even if the weather is
forecasted to be marginal it’s still worth
planning an adventure. A 50/50 chance of
having a great hike versus having a wet hike in
the rain are odds we are willing to take. We
have much less regret than if we stay home
and it turns out to be a beautiful day.

CBC’s Shift NB

Our trip to Fundy Park was this type of
weekend. The weather forecast was cold and
rainy but it turned out to be beautiful. It rained
one night but it cleared up in the morning.
Read about our adventures in Fundy Park in
the Spring 2015 Adventures section below.
A different kind of adventure I will be having in
the coming summer months is a new radio
segment. I was contacted by Vanessa Vander
Valk on CBC radio about doing a weekly hiking
segment on Shift NB this summer. Thank you
Vanessa for reaching out to Hiking NB. You
can read about the details in the Trail News
section below. I hope you will tune in.

Hiking NB has been asked to do a hiking series
this summer on CBC’s Shift NB. These 10
minute segments will run on Thursdays at
5:40pm. Each segment will discuss one easy
and one hard trail in a specific part of the
province.
If you miss an episode, or want more
information about trails discussed on an
episode go to: Hiking NB on CBC’s Shift.

Trail Cleanup Challenge
The Trail Cleanup Challenge is a simple
challenge that I created to help clean up the
garbage on hiking trails. It was inspired by a
follower of Hiking NB who posted a picture of
the garbage she had cleaned up at Garden
Creek Falls. The challenge is simple:
1. Pick up at least one piece of garbage on a
trail.
2. Post a picture of that garbage on the Hiking
NB Facebook Page.
3. Share this project with as many people as
possible for the greatest impact.

Hike Canada En Marche
In early June I was contacted by Hike Canada
En March. They wanted to know if I wanted to
represent New Brunswick on the Board of

Directors. The group is working on a hiking
trail that crosses Canada. Something like the
Trans Canada Trail but for a wilderness hiking
trail only. They also promote hiking on a
National level. I wanted to make sure New
Brunswick was represented so I agreed to join
the group.

Spring 2015 Adventures
Mactaquac Park
There was still lots of snow left in Mactaquac
Park at the beginning of April. I snowshoed
from the Park Office building, along the Alex
Creek Trail to the Beaver Pond to Alex Creek
Connecting Trail. The trail was plowed to the
connecting trail. I tried to figure out why as I
continued on my way.
The plowed trail
eventually came to an end at a small bridge.
The trail was still quite packed beyond this
point.
I made my way around the beaver ponds. I
eventually came out of the woods at the new
boardwalk on the Beaver Pond Trail. I took
some photos around the new boardwalk then
returned the way I came.

Instead of going around the beaver pond this
time I decided to cross it. There was other
tracks indicating the ice was still thick enough.
I took my time and watched for any signs on
thin ice.
I took some pictures from the beaver lodge,
then continued back to the car. While in the
parking lot I asked one of the park rangers
about the plowed trail. He said they had a

forestry operation in cleaning up the blowdown
from a storm the previous year.

Welsford Falls and Peaks
I had been planning to do star trail photography
on Mount Douglas Bald for several years. In
early April I had my chance.
I left right after work and drove to Welsford. I
came to the access road that lead to Welsford
Falls just to find that it wasn’t plowed. I
snowshoed into the falls but had to take my
snowshoes off to climb down into the valley
below the falls. The snow was up to my waist
but I made it down to the stream.
The falls were mostly melted, which made for
some great photography. I climbed back up
and returned on the access road to the car.
It was getting late. I figured I had enough time
to climb Mount Douglas Bald before sunset but
I would have to hurry. I pushed myself to get to
the top and regretted not being in better shape.
I would count off 50 steps and then take a
break to keep motivated.

I eventually reached the top just in time to take
some pictures of the sunset. The sunset
wasn’t as spectacular as I had hoped because
of the angle so I waited for dark. I set up the
camera for a time lapse and then laid on the
flat granite rock. I tried to keep warm by laying
in a small dip in the rock.
The stars came out and they didn’t disappoint.
I took several pictures that included the S turn

in the highway below. By now it was getting
late and I still had a long drive home.

trail but it was more difficult from the pavement
to the snowmobile trail.

I packed up the camera and grabbed my
snowshoes. I descended the mountain on the
crust and by flashlight. It was much easier
coming back down and I was back at the car in
a little more than 20 minutes.

It was a cloudy day but the views from the
lookout were beautiful. After a snack and a
discussion about where Mount Katahdin could
be seen on the horizon we made the long
snowshoe back to the cars. It was a great way
to meet new people with common interested. I
hope to get out with the group again in the
future.

Ayers Lake
I saw on Facebook that the Outdoor
Enthusiasts of Fredericton were planning a
snowshoe trip to Ayers Lake. I was available
so I sent them a message to see if I could join
the hike.

Gibson Trail
On my way back from dropping off the kids in
Boiestown I decided to take a walk on the
Gibson Trail from Marysville. The trail was free
and clear of ice and snow. There was still ice
along the banks of the Nashwaak River but the
water was flowing.
I walked several kilometers exploring the ice
along the shoreline and the ponds on the inside
of the trail. Past the ponds the trees provided
more shade for the trail. At this point the snow
was still ankle deep in the trail and I did not
have sufficient boots for wading. I turned
around and had to save the rest of the trail for
another day.

Bouctouche Dunes
Four members of the group, a friend who loves
Ayers Lake and I snowshoed in from the
pavement to take in the beautiful views. The
trail was well packed on the main snowmobile

Late in April I found myself with two kids in the
Miramichi. We had nothing planned so we
decided to drive to Bouctouche. There are
several trails around the town that we hadn’t
yet explored.

We started at Le Pays de la Sagouine. There
is a trail that loops around the bay to the
downtown. When we got to the trail we realized
that there was just too much snow left. We
hadn’t brought our snowshoes so we decided
to see if anything was going on at Le Pays de
la Sagouine.
We climbed the lookout tower and even
followed the boardwalk out to the village on the
water. Everything was closed up for the winter.
The kids put on a play on the stage and then
we made our way back to the car.
We drove to the Dunes for a quick walk out on
the boardwalk. We climbed down to the beach
and walked down the beach until the boardwalk
meandered back towards the water to meet us.
It was cold so we climbed up on the boardwalk
and started to walk back towards the
interpretation Center. As we walked I took
pictures of the kids on the boardwalk. I noticed
something move at the edge of one of the
pictures and it took me a minute to figure out
that it was a fox.

parked. The most we had ever seen before
was 1 car.
The trail up the hill was a maze through dead
falls from the previous year’s storm. A trail was
cleared but it zigzagged through holes cut out
of the fallen trees.
Once we got up on the hill the deadfalls
tapered off. The hardwood forest was much
sturdier. The forest floor was in bloom with
spring.
We enjoyed the bottom of the falls with several
other groups of people. We climbed back and
forth across the stream. I was taking pictures
while the kids were exploring the small cliffs on
the far side. The sun was shining through the
trees above the falls. This added a bonus
element to my photo compositions.

The fox was hunting in the long grass and
made his way under the boardwalk and to the
beach. Then he ran up the beach close
enough to get a good picture. The kids were
pretty excited to watch him. A great way to end
an adventure.

Maliseet Trail
Our hike on the Maliseet Trail up to Hayes
Falls was another great adventure. When we
reached the parking area on the old highway
we were amazed the see 9 other cars already

Eventually the kids started to get bored so we
made our way up to the top of the falls. The
kids once again explored the stream while my

wife and I got out snacks. We called the kids
back and we all ate at the picnic table.
Everyone was in a great mood as we
descended the long hill back to the cars.

Lower Joslin Falls
I had known about Lower Joslin Falls for
several years. I have been driving past it on
the four lane above Kings Landing ever since
they opened the highway. I finally decided to
stop and check it out one day and I wasn’t
disappointed.
I made my way across the flat rocks that were
used to control erosion along the highway.
You could almost see a trail where the rocks
were shinier from foot traffic. The tracks led to
a one way gate in the deer fencing. I pushed
through the deer gate and turned right towards
the stream.
At the stream side I could hear the waterfall
and see where it dropped. A rocky outcrop
blocked my access to the top of the falls on this
side of the stream. I couldn’t get close to the
top of the falls without crossing the stream.
The water was too high to do so without getting
my feet wet so I went into the woods to see if I
could find another way around.
After a short distance I came to a sheer drop
off into the valley below. I still couldn’t see the
falls from this angle. There was a rough trail
down over the cliff that climbed between trees
that grew out of the cliff walls. I made my way
down to the bottom of the cliff and was finally
rewarded with a view of the falls.
The top of the falls make a sheer drop to the
pond below around some jagged, pointy rocks.
The pond is formed by large boulders that
make a kind of shelf around the bottom of the
falls. The boulders made a great way to
explore different angles for a photo. The spray
from the falls was funneled through the smaller
opening near the rock shelf making it difficult to
keep the camera dry.

The rock cliffs on the other side of the stream
were also very interesting. I need to return and
explore them again soon. I think about it every
day when I pass it on the highway. My interest
is even stronger when I see a car parked along
the highway at this location

Jogging at Strawberry Marsh
One Saturday after taking the kids swimming at
Miramichi Valley High School, I joked that we
should go for a jog at Strawberry Marsh. To
my surprise the kids agreed. I exited and
parked at the beginning of the trail. They were
still excited from the swimming so I grabbed my
camera, put on my sneakers and we started to
jog. I was surprised when we jogged most of
the way to the other end of the trail. When we
started our walk back we were rewarded with
an amazing sunset as the clouds broke from an
otherwise dreary day. This proves my theory:
You can have mini adventures almost

anywhere at any time.
plans for adventure.

You don’t need big

They figured that they had seen everything
there was to see and were going to start hiking
back.
We don’t give up that easy, and we hadn’t yet
seen the waterfall from the park brochures, so
we started to make our way down through the
stream valley. There was still deep patches of
snow in some places. There was even a small
staircase that poked out from under a pile of
snow. We continued a short distance and soon
could hear the roar of the falls. We turned a
corner where another stream met with the one
we were on and there it was. Very impressive
and very much worth the extra climb down
through the stream.

Fundy Park Adventure
Our spring trip to Fundy National Park was an
epic adventure. We were so excited to start
hiking that we started hiking the Coppermine
Trail at dusk on our first night. It was so dark
that we had to get out our flashlights out at
about the half way point. We eventually made
it back to the car and returned to our tent for
the night.
We started our next day with a goal. I wanted
to see Third Vault Falls. We parked at the
parking lot near the highway and had to walk
into the trail from there. The road was still soft
from the snowmelt.
This added another
kilometer to the trip both ways.
The trail itself was snow packed in places and
running with water in other places. It wasn’t
difficult to get around the snow and water and
the trail soon climbed to slightly higher ground
where there was less snow and water.
The trail to Third Vault Falls is relatively flat
until you start to climb down into the valley near
the falls. We soon came to stream tumbling
over many small waterfalls into a steep valley.
At a deeper part of the valley we came to stairs
climbing down to the stream. The trail seemed
to end at this point.
There wasn’t much for signs showing where
the trail went from here. There was another
couple having lunch at the top of the stairs.

We took lots of pictures of the falls and then
made our hike back to the car. It was still early
afternoon. We took a drive into Alma for a bite
to eat and then we returned to the park to hike
the Matthews Head Trail. We passed many
people on the Matthews Head Trail enjoying

the beautiful views. We met a large group of
hikers and after a short conversation we
realized that they were the Moncton Outdoor
Enthusiasts Club. The hike along the coast
was nice but the long climb on the old road
back to the parking lot was a bit strenuous after
a full day of hiking.
We had one more day after leaving the park so
we decided to explore Mary’s Point Nature
Preserve and the Crooked Creek Lookout
Trails in Riverside Albert. They were a nice
way to wind down after our many adventures.

Gibson Falls to Chimney Rock
We had two of the kids and the weather was
supposed to be nice. We were looking for local
adventure so we wouldn’t have to do much
driving. We do a lot of driving.
I proposed that we go and try to find Gibson
(Kilmarnock) Falls I had heard about in the
woods across from Woodstock. Then if we had
time we could go up around FlorencevilleBristol and come back through the woods while
stopping at Chimeny Rock.
We went up Route 105 on the east side of the
St. John River so we came to the Parker Road
before we got to the Grafton Bridge. We
turned right onto the road and climbed the hill
past several farms. The road seemed to climb
the hill parallel to the river, which is not the way
I remembered it from the map. Eventually we
drove down a hill and were soon back to Route
105 below where we had started. We drove
back up to the road again and this time we
stayed to the left. This road soon turned to
gravel so I knew we were in the right place.
After a long drive on a road full of potholes we
eventually came to a small bridge. After
crossing the bridge we parked. From what the
map and directions said the trail should be
across the road. There were two trails across
the road. One was farther away from the
stream and the other was closer to the stream

with an arrow sign. I decided that the one
closest to the stream would be our best choice.
We walked a short distance down the stream
and came out to a clearing. You could hear the
roar of the falls from here. Crossing the
clearing we came to a rock outcrop that jutted
out over the falls and the pond below. After
taking in the views from above, we made our
way further downstream to see if we could find
a way down to the pond. I had heard that there
was good swimming in the pond below and we
had to try it for ourselves.
There were several trails down over the hill to
where the pond emptied into the stream below.
The first trail was very steep and the second
one was a little less steep. We chose the
second one.
When we got to the bottom the kids explored a
bit while I took pictures of the falls. My goal
was to go for a swim for the first time this year.
We weren’t sure if the water was going to be
warm enough but it was surprising warm.

My son and I jumped into the large deep pool
and tried to swim over to the falls. The current
from the falls proved to be too much so we had
to swim around the pond in the other direction.
We eventually reached the falls and held onto
a tree that had fallen over the cliff and was
upside down in the water. We clambered up
under the rushing water of the falls as I tried to
figure out if there was any rocks under the falls.
I wanted to jump from the small ledge I was
standing on.

The rushing water from the falls made it
impossible to figure out. My son had made his
way back to the girls on the shore so I jumped
in and let the current take me back around.
When I got the shore I noticed that my son and
wife were a bit frantic about something but I
couldn’t hear them over the water. When I
reached them they told me that my son had a
small leach on his hand. He was trying to
scrape it off on the rocks. He was successful
in getting it off before I got to him. He wasn’t
traumatized by it but everyone was done
swimming for the day.
We made our way back to the car and drove to
Florenceville-Bristol.
We stopped at the
Shiktehawk Stream Trail so we could see my
wife’s picture on the trail sign. I had provide a
couple of the pictures for when the sign was
being made. The kids were pretty excited to
see their mom on the sign.
We then drove into the woods to Deersdale
and started down through the woods. The road
wasn’t in great shape. It was a bit slow but still
passable for our little car. We turned into the
road to Chimney Rock and drove to within 800
meters. When then hiked the last stretch to the
ravine. We had a great time climbing down
into this deep crack in the earth to get to
Chimney Rock. Our son went ahead and my
wife was fascinated by the acoustics. Although
my son was quite a distance away we could
hear him talking as if he was standing beside
us. I had never noticed this before because I
had either been here alone or in the winter
when the snow muffled any sound.
We climbed up out of the hole and made our
way back to the car for the drive home, talking
about what our next adventure might be.

Tips & Tricks
The Trail Log section of the website is where
we list our adventures. They are listed in
reverse chronological order with months
separated by a blank line and years separated
by a heading. Each adventure in the list is

linked to the associated blog post for that
adventure if (Blog) is written after the date. If
the only thing written after the date is the trail
itself then the adventure is linked back to the
trail page for that trail. If there is no hyperlink
associated with an adventure it means a blog
post or trail page have not yet been created for
that trail. Check back soon to see if a page
has been created for the trail.

Get Out and Explore
We started spring with lots of snow. There
were several snow shoeing adventures in April.
The melting snow and the continued cold
weather made for some pretty good hiking
conditions. We had a nice mix of big and small
adventures, sometimes with kids and
sometimes without. We visited Fundy Park
and also stopped at a few roadside waterfalls.
We even got to start our annual waterfall
swimming.
One of the main reasons we love hiking so
much is because of this flexibility. It is not
restricted by weather or the number of people
you have with you. It is also not restricted by
your skill level or health status. Anyone, at any
time can enjoy the physical and mental benefits
of hiking. All you need is an idea on where you
can go and the time to go. I can help you with
the first.
Happy Trails,
James Donald
June 30, 2015

